Strain engineering enables the direct modi cation of the atomic bonding and is currently an active area of research aimed at improving the electrocatalytic activity.
Introduction
The implementation of a clean, sustainable and low carbon future requires the development of high-performance electrocatalysts. Electrocatalysts are catalysts that catalyze electrochemical reactions, which are predominantly redox reactions that occur on an electrode surface. Examples of such reactions include the cathodic oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) and the hydrogen evolution reaction (HER). , Most electrocatalysts are synthesized from noble metals such as platinum, rhodium or palladium. In contrast to widely available metals such as iron ( , ppm) or titanium ( , ppm) , the concentrations of noble metals in the earth's crust is several orders of magnitude lower -approximately . pm for rhodium, . ppm for platinum and . ppm for palladium, making them signi cantly more expensive. Therefore, as a result of the cost and abundance issues, a primary goal of noble metal catalysis research has been to develop strategies to increase the catalyst mass activity, i.e., the catalytic activity per unit mass. Since catalysis is an inherently surface driven phenomenon, research has been focused on two complementary goals; increasing the surface to volume ratio and increasing the catalytic activity of the nanoparticle surfaces. Since decreasing the particle size increases the surface to volume ratio, with the absolute limit being reached by a single atom, research in this area has been focused on the synthesis of catalyst nanoparticles with different morphologies such as nanocubes, nanocages, etc. rather than bulk catalysts. -Toward the goal of increasing surface catalytic activity, the strength of surface-adsorbate interactions and, in turn reaction rates, can be tuned through changes in the electronic structure of the metal surface, which can be achieved by modi cation of the surface strain where the degree of metal orbital overlap is tunable. - The impact of surface strain on catalysis has been explained by the d-band center model, where an increase of the interatomic distances (i.e., metal orbital overlap) shi s the d-band center to a lower energy as compared to the unstrained metal and weakens the surface-adsorbate interactions. In contrast, a decrease in the inter-atomic distances shi s the d-band center to a higher energy and consequently strengthens the surface-adsorbate interactions. Multiple synthesis methods have been proposed to increase catalytic activity on the surface through strain engineering -such as argon bombardment of the surface, alloyed and/or intermetallic nanoparticles,or by the epitaxial deposition of a metallic shell to create core@shell nanoparticles where the lattice mismatch between the particle core and the shell creates a strained outer layer. - In principle, the strain in the nanoparticle shell is directly related to the lattice mismatch between the core and shell; thus, core@shell nanoparticles are ideal platforms for tuning surface catalysis, where the degree and nature of the lattice strain (compressive vs. tensile) can be modi ed via the extent of lattice mismatch and shell thickness. Recent theoretical and experimental investigations, however, have shown that strain engineering in such systems is signi cantly more complicated than encompassed by simplistic picture of lattice mismatch. Three-dimensional ( D) measurements of lattice strain performed by reconstructing atom positions from annular dark eld (ADF) scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) or by combining electron tomography and ADF-STEM imaging have demonstrated that strain states are established by the distance from the surface, surface faceting, local chemical environment, presence of nanocrystalline grains, and so on. , This was also shown through theoretical modeling where large-scale molecular dynamics (MD) simulations of Pd@Au nanoparticles exhibited compressive stresses within the Pd core and strain states in the Au shell arose from a complex interplay between the interface distance, distance from the particle surface, and the crystallographic orientation.
Reported measurement of strain distributions in nanoparticles are sparse and are experimentally challenging. The most straightforward way to measure strain in bulk materials is by X-ray diffraction (XRD), where the lattice parameter can be calculated from the diffraction peaks and strain is measured by comparing the calculated experimental parameters to known values. However, conventional XRD runs into resolution problems for nanoparticles due to particle size effects, with recent coherent diffraction imaging strain mapping experiments achieving a resolution of a few nanometers, which is on the order of the size of the nanoparticles themselves, making it impossible to distinguish strain in the shell from the particle core. Yet another issue with using XRD methods to measure strain in nanoparticles is the extreme monodispersity required for the sample size and shape, which is hard to achieve when synthesizing complex nanoparticles.
In this work, we quantitatively measure strain distributions in Rh@Pt nanocubes by using a combination of two electron microscopy techniques -aberration-corrected STEM imaging and D STEM. We compare the results from both the techniques and demonstrate how D-STEM can offer a superior strain metrology approach across the core@shell interface. purged through the solution, and the reaction vessel was equipped with stir bar and a condenser. The solution temperature was heated to 110 • C in an oil bath for minutes to initiate nucleation. The temperature was then raised to 145 • C for minutes. The solution was allowed to cool to room temperature. The product was then washed with acetone and collected by centrifugation as previously described and re-dispersed in mL ethanol.
Materials and Methods

Rh@Pt nanocubes:
Rh@Pt nanocubes were synthesized as reported by Harak et. al.
. mL of Rh cubic seeds and . mL of ethylene glycol was placed in a mL three-necked round bottom ask. The reaction ask was equipped with a stir bar and a condenser to prevent any evaporation of the ethylene glycol. The solution was purged with argon gas as it was rapidly heated to 160 • C over the course of -minutes. Meanwhile, the desired amount of Pt (acac) 2 ( mg for thinner Pt shell or mg for thicker Pt shell) was placed in a vial and acetone was added until the salt had completely dissolved. Once the Rh cube/ethylene glycol solution had reached 160 • C, the Pt (acac) 2 solution was rapidly hot-injected into the ask with a syringe, and the reaction was heated for two hours. The solution was allowed to cool to room temperature. The product was then washed with acetone, collected by centrifugation, and redispersed in mL of ethanol.
.
STEM of core@shell nanocubes
The Rh@Pt nanocubes were sonicated and then deposited on amorphous carbon grids, followed by drying at room temperature. STEM characterization of the samples was performed using a Nion UltraSTEM operated at an accelerating voltage of kV.
Aberration-corrected ADF-STEM images were acquired with a probe-forming condenser aperture of mrad and the images were collected using an ADF detector with collection angles from -mrad. Images were collected with a pixel dwell time of µs and a pixel spacing of . pm. To correct for scan distortions, a pair of STEM images was collected with two perpendicular fast scan directions, which were used to subsequently correct for scan dri using a procedure developed by Ophus et. al. For D-STEM experiments, the probe-forming condenser aperture was decreased from mrad to approximately mrad while keeping all the other microscope parameters constant. The nanodiffraction patterns were collected at every scan position using a Hamamatsu Orca CMOS detector with a pixel dwell time of ms, which is times slower than the ADF-STEM pixel dwell time. Since the electron beam size is proportional to the inverse of the condenser aperture angle, a coarser pixel sampling of Å was used for D-STEM nanodiffraction.
The ADF-STEM and the D-STEM datasets were analyzed using custom-developed Python codes that are open sourced at Github.
Results and Discussions . Measuring strain with atomic resolution STEM
The advent of aberration correction has enabled sub-ångström resolution STEM imaging of atoms and atomic columns. When combined with Gaussian peak tting, the assignment of the atom column positions with picometer precision can be performed. This approach has been used successfully to measure displacements at ferroelectric domain walls and to measure strain across interfaces. , In nanoparticle catalysts, for example, ADF-STEM imaging has been used to quantify strain by tting the atom column positions with a precision below pm or by performing geometric phase analysis (GPA) on the STEM images. , - Close inspection of the strain maps shows signi cant uctuations in the measured strain that are visible as alternating high and low strained regions in the xx and yy maps.
Notably, the direction of the strain uctuation in xx strain is perpendicular to the uctuation direction in yy strain. We also observe a cross-hatched pattern in xy and θ strain maps. The question that arises is -are these patterns real, or are they an artifact of scan distortions that could not be corrected? Since the strain measurement depends on tting multiple peaks and then measuring the relative inter-peak distances, the measurements will be sensitive to scan distortions unless extremely sophisticated image processing tools are applied to the image. Additionally, the absence of a reference distortion-free image makes it almost impossible to completely correct for distortions.
Along with atomic column tting, we also pursued GPA on the atomic-resolution ADF-STEM datasets to quantify strain (see Fig. S .
D-STEM imaging of core@shell nanocubes
To resolve problems that arise from quantifying strain from ADF-STEM images, we per- where a bulls-eye pattern is generated using focused ion beam (FIB), and have reported an order of magnitude improvement in disk location precision when using patterned apertures compared to an unpatterned ones. Rather than using hardware modi cations, in this work we developed a data preconditioning routine by performing the Sobel lter operation on the logarithm of the CBED patterns (detailed in section in the Supporting Information). Preconditioning the diffraction data has also been recently been pursued through the power-cepstrum function to measure strain in nanoparticles from D-STEM NBED datasets, with the authors using cepstrum ltering to measure strain for multiple particles that may not always be oriented on a zone axis.
Strain metrology from preconditioned D-STEM datasets
[200] disk
[000] disk
[020] disk While patterned apertures are an extremely promising avenue for strain quanti cation, they require sophisticated hardware modi cations that sometimes may not be possible in a general purpose imaging equipment. The core idea of aperture patterning is to overlay a common feature in each of the diffraction disks. This increases the similarity between the disks and consequently improves the precision of the cross-correlation. We use this same philosophy in our own data preconditioning routine. Since each diffraction disk must have the same size in Fourier space as the central transmitted disk, thus the most common parameter for every disk is the disk edge rather than the intensity or the features inside the disk. We exploit this idea in our preconditioning routine by rst obtaining a logarithm of the CBED pattern ( Fig. (c) ) to damp out the features inside the disk followed by Sobel ltering of the logarithm data to generate the disk edge ( Fig. (d) ).
The preconditioned CBED patterns at every scanning pixel (a single pattern is shown in Fig. (a) ) are then subsequently cross-correlated with the edge of a diffraction disk (the Sobel template shown in Fig. (b) ), with the result from the cross-correlation for a single CBED pattern shown in Fig. (c) . Each disk location is now replaced with a sharp peak, which is tted with a D Gaussian function to locate the peak position with subpixel precision in the diffraction space (see Fig. S in the Supporting Information for a comparison of the peak sharpness between conditioned and raw data).
For the Rh@Pt nanocube investigated in this work, nine peak positions were located for every single CBED pattern, as shown in Fig. (c) , with the central peak referring to the {000} transmitted electron beam, as marked by the blue circle in Fig. (c) . The other peaks correspond to the higher order diffraction planes, with the peaks corresponding to the (020) and the (200) xx , xy , θ and yy strain respectively in the nanocube compared to the averaged unit cell from the reference region in Fig. (a) . The strain directions are identical to the directions originally visualized in Fig. (g) .
The unit cell parameters calculated from the CBED pattern only have four unique terms; however, since the parameters along the beam propagation direction cannot be measured from zero order Laue zone (ZOLZ) peak locations and thus the strain measured is also two-dimensional and measures only an averaged strain perpendicular to the electron beam propagation vector.
Unlike microscopes with physical apertures, NION microscopes have a lens-de ned virtual aperture, and thus the exact aperture sizes are not known. Thus in this work, we measure strain by comparing the unit cell calculated at every scan position with a reference unit cell. Fig. (a) demonstrates the reference region selected from the center of the nanocube core. The mean preconditioned CBED pattern is calculated for this reference region and then the unit cell is calculated for this mean pattern. At every scan point, the calculated unit cell is then compared to the unit cell from the reference region, and the strain is subsequently calculated based on the formula originally given by Pekin et. al. Similar to strain maps obtained from ADF-STEM images through atom position analysis (see Fig. ) or GPA analysis (see Fig. S in the Supporting Information), we nd approximately % higher xx along the x direction ( Fig. (b) ), since the platinum shell has a larger unit cell size. This is also observed in the yy strain map (Fig. (e) ), where the strain is approximately % higher along the y direction. Unlike strain maps obtained from atomic resolution datasets, striated variations in the strain are not visible -indicating that the features observed in Fig. (c) - Fig. (f) were an artifact of scanning distortions rather than being a property of the nanocube itself.
. Identifying regions with Multivariate Curve Resolution
One of the most distinguishing features of ADF-STEM imaging is the effect of Z-contrast, where the intensity of the atomic columns is proportional to the total atomic number (Z) of the atoms comprising the column being imaged. , This makes identi cation of core@shell structures exceptionally simple, as demonstrated in Fig. (a) where the platinum shell is brighter than the rhodium core. While this Z dependence of contrast is still visible in Fig. (a) , where the shell is brighter than the core, the accurate identi cation and assignment of regions being imaged is still challenging in D-STEM data sets. Fig. (e) show visualizations of the different regions of the D data assigned by the MCR algorithm. We found MCR to be suitable not only for distinguishing the nanocube from the neighboring nanocubes ( Fig. (c) ) and amorphous carbon (Fig. (b) ), but also for distinguishing between the Rh core ( Fig. (d) ) and the Pt shell ( Fig. (e) ). Using the data from MCR we can therefore assign scan regions as belonging to either the nanocube core or the shell, and perform a comparison of the strain between the two regions, and measure the evolution of strain and unit cell size across the core@shell interface.
Unit cell size variation in the nanocube
The accuracy of mapping strain from cross-validation on preconditioned datasets is approximately . % (see Supporting Information) -which enables sub-picometer precision strain and unit cell size measurements. When combined with MCR, we can assign calculated unit cells to either the nanocube core or the shell, thereby enabling a direct comparison. Fig. (a) Fig. (a) . (b) Lattice parameter variation in the Pt shell compared to the reference region in Fig. (a) . (c) Evolution of the change in lattice parameter as a function of the distance from the core@shell interface. The lattice parameter is measured with respect to the lattice parameter of the reference region in Fig. (a) . reference unit cell (Fig. (a) ), while Fig. (b) maps it in the Pt shell. In Fig. (a) we observe that the unit cell size is not uniform in the core and increases as we move towards the Rh@Pt interface. This indicates that epitaxial growth of a shell whose lattice is mismatched with the core also strains the core. In Fig. (b) we observe that the lattice parameter of the shell is not uniform all throughout, indicating a more complex picture of strain than that indicated by simplistic lattice mismatch models. Fig. (c) plots the mean lattice parameter of the nanocube as a function of the distance from the core-shell interface, with the error of the measurements calculated as σ / √ n , where σ is the standard deviation of the measured lattice parameter, and n is the number of measurements. We observe that the unit cell size (plotted in green) increases in the core as we approach the core@shell interface, as Fig. (a) also shows. In the Rh shell, plotted in orange in Fig. (c) , however the lattice parameter actually reaches a maxima -located nm from the core@shell interface, and then decreases as we approach the Pt surface.
The value reached at this maxima is ≈ 6% higher when compared to the reference unit cell, while the difference in the lattice parameter between relaxed rhodium and platinum is . %. The difference is higher in our experiments since it is likely that the reference region in the core itself is compressively strained. Additionally, the presence of a maxima in the unit cell size in the nanocube core suggests that the surface rearrangement of atoms lead to compressive stresses. Thus plotting the unit cell variations we can see a signi cantly more complex picture of strain, that is only visible because of the higher precision and absence of scan distortions that are afforded by D-STEM in contrast to aberration-corrected atomic resolution STEM imaging.
Conclusions
In this work, we demonstrate the utility of D-STEM to quantitatively measure strain in core@shell catalyst nanocubes. Our results indicate that the picture of strain is signi cantly more complicated in Rh@Pt core@shell nanocubes than simply due to lattice mismatch dictating the unit cell size in the shell. We also demonstrate that preconditioning the D-STEM nanobeam electron diffraction datasets allows the precise identi cation of the core and shell atom positions using MCR. Performing disk location analyses on the preconditioned data additionally enables sub-picometer precision strain measurements without the detrimental effects of dri distortions. Two features that are within the noise in ADF-STEM measurements are clearly visible in D-STEM measurements; the nanocube core does not have a consistent unit cell size with the cell size increasing as it approaches the core -shell interface and two, the unit cell size in the Pt shell reaches a maxima that is between the nanocube surface and Rh@Pt interface.
Our results and techniques developed here thus allow for high precision strain measurements across interfaces and allow quantitative estimations of the effect of interfaces on strain. This is a technique that can be extended beyond nanoparticles too into other systems such as semiconductor heterojuctions, thin lms, ferroelectric domains, etc. Additionally, the strain results point to a much more complex picture for core@shell nanoparticles. The unit cell size of the shell is not constant and d-band engineering through epitaxy needs to take into account surface effects and shell thicknesses. The core is not unaffected by the shell and undergoes both compressive and tensile strain depending on its distance from the core@shell interface. Future work on strain engineered nanoparticles must take into account these complexities for developing highly active electrocatalysts.
Supporting Information Available
The following les are available free of charge. Effects of scanning distortions on strain measurement, geometric phase analysis of strain on distortion corrected STEM images, data preconditioning routines, manual ROIs for MCR analysis, effect of preconditioning on MCR analysis. Figure S (c) and vice-versa for the yy features. This indicates that rather than being strain features in the material, they arise due to scan distortions. In order to correct for such distortions, two orthogonal scans were taken were taken were the fast scan directions in the image pair were oriented 90 • with respect to each other. They were then subsequently corrected for scanning distortions using MATLAB scripts developed originally by Ophus et. al. S
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Geometric Phase Analysis
The principle behind geometric phase analysis is based on the idea that a translational variation in a real-space image is re ected as a phase variation in Fourier space. Thus, by comparing phase variations of non-colinear diffraction directions, lattice uctuations and strain can be quanti ed from images. This is implemented through masked Fourier transforms of diffraction peaks, as demonstrated in Figure S (Figure S (a) ) and yy (Figure S (d) ) demonstrating that scan distortion correction is unable to completely correct for scanning distortion effects.
Preconditioning diffraction data
Our two step data preconditioning routine proceeds as following: S Fourier Peak locations (GPA) 50 nm 1 S . Logarithm of diffraction pattern: The raw diffraction pattern is attened in intensity space by taking the logarithm of the diffraction pattern. This is because for strain mapping, we are not interested in the features inside a diffraction disk, but rather the location of the disk itself, so taking the logarithm of the data smooths out the intensity variations of the diffraction disks themselves, and decreases the intensity variations between disks. Thus, if C is the CBED pattern, a er the rst step of preconditioning we obtain LC as shown in Equation
As could be ascertained from Equation , the pattern is normalized, so that the intensity values range from + to + to prevent taking logarithms of negative data, or values below .
. (Equation ) is not followed, then Sobel ltering will pick up disk features as intensity variations, and along with real disk edges internal features will be highlighted too. The advantage of this two-step routine is that it is computationally relatively inexpensive to implement, but allows high-precision disk location without the need for specialized patterned condenser apertures.
The effects of preconditioning can be visualized in Figure S , where the cross-correaltion peaks are signi cantly blurry for the raw datasets, sharper for logarithm of the CBED datasets and even sharper for preconditioned datasets. Additionally, as we can observe from Figure S , preconditioning the pattern also allows for a larger number of diffraction disks to be tted, and thus increasing the accuracy of unit cell quanti cation.
Similar to approaches adopted by Zeltzmann et. al., S we followed the cross-validation (CV) approach for measuring the error of peak tting. In this procedure the disk tting and strain measurement is performed twice. For every dataset,apart from the central 000 , half the disks are tted, while in the second measurement the 000 disk and the other disks that were not tted the rst time are tted. The calculated unit cell is compared between the two measurements -which is the CV error.
We observed a CV error of raw data at . %, for logarithm of the CBED data at . % and an error of . % for preconditioned data. The preconditioned data is thus approximately times more accurate than the raw data, and demonstrates performance 
Region identi cation with MCR
MCR requires template spectra for matching. The spectra in this case was chosen manually, by selecting a region of the sample, with the mean CBED pattern from that region being the template spectra. The regions are demonstrated in Figure S , with each neighboring particle, the amorphous region and the particle core and the particle shell being chosen as templates.
Since MCR can only match D spectra, the CBED patterns from each region are rst downsampled by a factor of , and then unrolled as a D spectra. This is then compared with the unrolled, downsampled CBED spectra from every scanning point for region identi cation.
MCR was performed on the unprocessed data ( Figure S ) , the logarithm of the data ( Figure S ) and the preconditioned data ( Figure S ) . Similar to the advantages of data preconditioning for strain mapping, we observed MCR actually performed better on logarithm of CBED patterns rather than the raw patterns, with preconditioned data outperforming both of them for region identi cation. 
